
Dress Smart, Spend Smart: Budget-Friendly College Outfit
Inspirations

With the onset of every new academic year, the new batch of students is excited to explore their college

life. They look forward to a glow-up the beginning of which is marked by building a stylish wardrobe. So,

if you are also aspiring to discover your style and wear not just an outfit but confidence read along to

know some styling tips and execute them at some affordable online shopping sites in India and get a

fabulous closet that can be built just within your monthly pocket money.

Tips to Develop Budget-Friendly College Outfits

https://mavshacklive.in


T-Shirts

These are the minimum essentials of any college wardrobe. These can be worn alone in summer or

layered under cardigans, jackets, and long-sleeved tops in the fall and winter. A few basic tees or tank

tops of varying lengths in different basic colors such as black, white, gray, and navy blue. Also, a tee in

your favorite color for variety, or a graphic print tee that features a band or a cute saying is always a fun

piece to have.

Tops

A girl’s clothes pile is never complete without a couple of cute tops. Those trendy pieces that rotate

from year to year include crop tops, plaid/flannel shirts, cami tanks, and button-down shirts.



Kurtas

The Indian formals are also a good wear to the college. They can be styled with a variety of bottoms to

transform them for different occasions. They can be worn with a pair of jeans, palazzo pants, or wide-

legged pants, and paired with a dupatta they radiate the perfect ethnic vibe.

Jeans

No college wardrobe essentials list would be complete without jeans. The most recommended ones

have straight legs and a loose pair. Always make sure that they end right above your ankle balls and if



they are longer, cuff them up to reach the length. Also, cuffed jeans look trendy. Own them in different

colors, washes, and waistlines. Baggy jeans are the most comfortable present-day trend.

Pants

Cargo pants have become practically as essential as denim. They pair well with a long-sleeved tee and

sneakers, or a crop top. Faux leather pants are another must-have, especially for hitting clubs. Last but

not least, trouser pants are important for class presentations or an internship.

Leggings

Leggings are the most comfortable pair of bottoms and can be paired with kurta and tank tops. Buying

running or workout leggings is always suggested since they last longer, lower the chance of panty lines,

and can be used for working out, too.

https://rstyle.me/+QyyoP_0IkaI7JshtT_IlcA


Dresses

You can always consider skorts in your wardrobe for that combo of cute and comfortable outfits. They

go well with a T-shirt, tank tops, and cropped shirts. Also, tank dresses are considered basics and can be

styled in a bunch of different ways throughout the year. They are easy to layer things over such as

sweaters and jackets. Further, denim and cargo skirts make for stylish yet casual options.

So, now that you have your style checklist ready do not wait to visit the top online shopping sites for

women's clothing in India and rock your college days in style.

Buy Fashion Online Now

If you are also looking for the right place to shop for your college fashion Mavshack liveshopping is a

must-visit. It is one of the most affordable women’s clothing websites and retails clothes from some of

the best businesses including Aaivan, Chinky Booty, Deep Collection, DK FASHION, Eastbay, F.F

Creation, Fazzn, Formonix, Glossia Fashion, Ipsita, Kaviya Fashion and many more. So, do not wait

and create a stylish closet with Mavshack liveshopping now.

https://rstyle.me/+wg4MEH_xZ7C_stIGYN4saw
https://mavshacklive.in
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